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Utilizing gravitational-wave (GW) lensing opens a new way to understand the small-scale structure of
the Universe. We show that, in spite of its coarse angular resolution and short duration of observation,
LIGO can detect the GW lensing induced by small structures, in particular by compact dark matter (DM) or
the primordial black hole of 10–105 M⊙, which remains an interesting DM candidate. The lensing is
detected through GW frequency chirping, creating the natural and rapid change of lensing patterns:
frequency-dependent amplification and modulation of GW waveforms. As a highest-frequency GW
detector, LIGO is a unique GW lab to probe such light compact DM. With the design sensitivity of
Advanced LIGO, one-year observation by three detectors can optimistically constrain the compact DM
density fraction fDM to the level of a few percent.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.041103
Introduction.—The GW from far-away binary mergers
[1,2] is a new way to see the Universe with gravitational
interaction. Not only is it revealing astrophysics of solar-
mass black holes and neutron stars, but the GW can also
carry information of intervening masses and the evolution
of the Universe through gravitational lensing. Having the
long wavelength λ, the GW is usually expected to be lensed
by heaviest structures (such as galaxies and their clusters)
with large enough Schwarzschild radii, 2GM=c2 ¼ 2M ≫
λ ≃ 2 × 103ð100 Hz=fÞM⊙. Their prototypical lensing sig-
nal is strongly time-delayed GW images [3,4] or statistical
correlations [5].
In this Letter, we show that LIGO can detect the GW
lensing induced by much lighter compact structures. The
new lensing observable depends crucially on the GW
frequency evolution during binary inspiral—“chirping.”
The chirping provides the natural and rapid change of
lensing patterns so that LIGO can detect relatively weak
GW lensing, in spite of its coarse angular resolution
[Oð1–10Þ deg [6,7], let alone typical strong-lensing image
separations of arcsec] and short measurement time (less
than minutes, let alone typical microlensing observations of
a few weeks). Remarkably, measuring highest frequencies
of f ¼ 10–5000 Hz, LIGO is a unique GW detector to see
compact structures as light as M ¼ 10–105 M⊙.
An important example of such light structure is the
compact DM. It remains an attractive DM candidate,
predicted by various models of particle physics and
cosmology: axion miniclusters, compact mini halos, and
primordial black holes [8–19]. Compact DM is mainly
searched by light lensing: microlensing (temporal variation
of brightness) [20,21] and strong lensing (multiple images)
[22,23]. But, in a wide range of compact DM mass
10−16–105 M⊙, its density fraction fDM ≲ 0.1–1 of total
DM density remains to be probed [24]. We present the
prospect for the new LIGO lensing observable to probe the
compact DM of MDM ¼ 10–105 M⊙.
GW lensing observable.—The proposed GW lensing
observable relies on the following properties (in contrast
to those of light).
Above all, the binary GW frequency chirps. Suppose that
some lensing creates two GW images with (small) time-
delay Δtd. The two images interfere since LIGO cannot
resolve them. Then, the phase shift between them ∼fΔtd
grows with the frequency, and the resulting interference
pattern changeswith chirping [25,26] (see Fig. 1 dashed)—
frequency-dependent modulation. The final stage of binary
inspiral (observed by LIGO) is where the frequency-
dependent signal can be detected most efficiently because
the frequency is highest and grows most rapidly.
Second, the GW wavelength is much longer than that of
light. Therefore, GW lensing does not always produce two
images with constant time delay. In general, the lensed GW
waveform h˜LðfÞ is a superposition of all unlensed wave-
forms h˜ðfÞ that follow all possible null rays (passing θ⃗ in
the thin lens plane at redshift zDM) [27,28],
h˜ðfÞL ¼ dLdSð1þ zDMÞ
idLS
f
Z
d2θ⃗ exp½i2πfΔtðθ⃗; θ⃗sÞh˜ðfÞ;
ð1Þ
with dL;S;LS the angular-diameter distance to the lens,
source, and between them; the compact DM is treated
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as a point lens [27,28] with the time-delay Δtðθ⃗; θ⃗sÞ ¼
ð1þ zDMÞ½ðdLdS=2dLSÞjθ⃗ − θ⃗sj2 − 4MDMjθ⃗j and the
source impact angle y ¼ θs=θE normalized by the
Einstein angle θE ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð4GMDM=c2ÞðdLS=dLdSÞ
p
. Only
when the GW frequency is larger than the inverse of the
typical time delay between null rays fΔtd ≃ 4fMDM ≃ 2 ×
10−5ðMDM=M⊙Þðf=HzÞ ≫ 1 (equivalently, λ≪ MDM), the
integral is dominated by discrete stationary points with
separate images (geometric optics limit). In the opposite
limit, GW diffraction becomes important and lensing ampli-
fication becomes weaker (wave optics limit); eventually, the
GWdoes not see the lens if its wavelength becomes too long.
In particular, the GW wavelength in the LIGO
band, λ ≃ 2 × 103ð100 Hz=fÞM⊙, is comparable to the
Schwarzschild radius of the compact DM with MDM ¼
10–105 M⊙. Chirping from 10 Hz to Oð100–1000Þ Hz,
GW lensing by such masses may transition from
wave optics [λGW ≳OðMDMÞ] to geometric optics
[λGW ≲OðMDMÞ]. Therefore, with chirping, GW lensing
magnitude (both amplification and time delay) also grows;
compare the low and high frequency regions in Fig. 1.
The two effects combined—frequency-dependent ampli-
fication and modulation—define our “GW fringe” lensing
signal. Figure 1 illustrates fringes in comparison to the
unlensed waveform. Below, we will calculate the fringe
detection efficiency at LIGO, lensing optical depth, detec-
tion rate, and expected constraints on fDM.
Analysis for lensing detection.—In the LIGO frequency
band, binary GWs spend only a few seconds or minutes.
Therefore, a detector on Earth is almost at rest during the
measurement. Then, the unlensed GW waveform is sinus-
oidal when observed by a single LIGO detector
hðtÞ ¼ AþðtÞFþ cosϕðtÞ þ A×ðtÞF× sinϕðtÞ
¼ AðtÞ cos½ϕðtÞ þ ϕ0; ð2Þ
with detector response functions Fþ;× constant in time
during the measurement period. Rather, the time depend-
ences of amplitude AðtÞ and phase ϕðtÞ are determined
uniquely by the redshifted chirpmassMz ¼ ½M31M32=ðM1 þ
M2Þ1=5 (with redshifted M1 ¼ M2 in this work): AðtÞ ∝
M5=3z fðtÞ2=3 with f0ðtÞ ¼ ð96=5Þπ8=3fðtÞ11=3M5=3z at the
leading Newtonian order, where fðtÞ≡ ϕ0ðtÞ=2π is the
instantaneous GW frequency.
Now, the unlensed waveform observed in the frequency
domain is simply
h˜ðfÞ ¼ A˜ðfÞ expfi½ΨðfÞ þ ϕ0g; ð3Þ
where
A˜ðfÞ ¼ A0M5=6z f−7=6; ð4Þ
ΨðfÞ ¼ 2πftc þ
3
128
ðπMzfÞ−5=3; ð5Þ
and any constant phase shift is absorbed into ϕ0. Although
the real-valued constant A0 depends on various source
parameters (such as polarization and distance), single
short measurement can only measure A0. For simplicity,
we ignore higher-order post-Newtonian terms, spin
effects, orbital eccentricity, and nonquadrupole modes;
see Ref. [29] for caveats.
We use the χ2 least-squares fit method to determine
whether GW lensing can be detected [30]. We define the
goodness of fit of (trial) unlensed waveforms to the
(observed) lensed waveform as
ðSNRtestÞ2 ≡ 4
Z
f1
f0
jh˜ðfÞL − h˜ðfÞbest−fitj2
SnðfÞ
df; ð6Þ
similarly to the observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
ðSNRÞ2 ¼ 4
Z
f1
f0
jh˜ðfÞLj2
SnðfÞ
df: ð7Þ
The integration is done over the aLIGO frequency band [31]:
f0 ¼ 10 Hz, f1 ¼ minðfcut; 5000 HzÞ, where the cutoff
frequencyfcut¼½3
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
πðM1þM2Þ−1 at r¼3ðM1þM2Þ [32].
For the given observed lensed waveform h˜ðfÞL, we find
the best-fit unlensed waveform h˜ðfÞbest−fit by minimizing
SNRtest over two fitting parameters, A0 and ϕ0. Here, we
assume that the chirp massMz and the coalescence time tc
(time at which f formally diverges) are well measured
regardless of lensing effects [34] (but see also, e.g.,
Refs. [35,36]). The simplified best fit based on A0 and
ϕ0 is convenient to capture the leading physics of
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FIG. 1. Illustration of GW lensing fringe at aLIGO: Lensed (red
curves) vs unlensed (black curve) waveforms. The lensing
compact DM mass MDM ¼ 100 M⊙ and redshifted GW binary
masses M1 ¼ M2 ¼ 20 M⊙ merging at f ≃ 320 Hz. At small
impact angle y ¼ θs=θE (red-solid line) Eq. (1), frequency-
dependent amplification cannot be fit by a constant rescaling
A0 [Eq. (4)] of unlensed waveforms (black curve); whereas, at
large y (dashed line), frequency-dependent modulation cannot be
matched by a constant phase shift ϕ0 [Eq. (3)]. In general (dot
dashed curve), both lensing effects coexist.
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GW fringe, as illustrated in Fig. 1, but see Ref. [29] for
caveats.
We regard that the existence of GW lensing is detected
if SNRtest ≥ 3 or 5 with SNR ≥ 8 [37]. With multiple
detectors, we require the total SNR quadrature sum
to satisfy these criteria. In Fig. 2, we show the
lensing-detection efficiency of the single aLIGO detector
defined as
ϵ≡ SNRtest
SNR
: ð8Þ
It is typically ∼Oð10Þ% so that strong GWs with SNR ∼
Oð10Þ can be lensing detected with SNRtest ∼Oð1Þ. The
heavier the lens, the larger ϵ, trivially. The lighter GW
binaries, the larger ϵ because lighter GWs merge at higher
frequencies experiencing more modulation.
The slight fluctuation and drop of the ϵ curve in Fig. 2
are related to the interplay of frequency-dependent modu-
lation and amplification. The former becomes more sig-
nificant at large y due to larger time delay, whereas the
latter at small y due to stronger lensing; see Fig. 1.
Intermediate regimes may produce less exotic waveforms
(e.g., dot-dashed curve in Fig. 1), if the GW merges just
before the first destructive interference.
Advanced LIGO prospects.—We turn to discuss
expected results from three aLIGO detectors, representing
a network of future detectors. We assume design aLIGO
sensitivity (the dark-blue noise curve in Fig. 1 of Ref. [31]
and horizon in Ref. [33]), yielding ∼3 times larger SNR
(seeing ∼3 times farther distance) than current LIGO.
The differential optical depth for detectable lensing for
the given lensing parameters (source and lens masses and
locations—Mz, zS and MDM, zDM, y) is
d2τ
dydzDM
¼ caðzDMÞ
HðzDMÞ
2πðdLθEÞ2yð1þ zDMÞ3nDMPðwÞ
¼ 3
2
fDMΩDM
H20ð1þ zDMÞ2
HðzDMÞc
dLdLS
dS
2yPðwÞ; ð9Þ
where a constant comoving lens density nDM is assumed for
the compact DM mass density fDMΩDM. The optical depth
depends on the detectability. The parameter-dependent
detection efficiency ϵ [Eq. (8)] determines the minimum
SNR needed for detectable lensing: maxð8; 3=ϵ or 5=ϵÞ
depending on the SNRtest > 3 or 5 criteria. Then, among
the sources with randomly chosen sky position, inclination,
and polarization angle, the probability for SNR to be
greater than the minimum value is denoted by PðwÞ with
w ¼ ðSNRneededÞ=ðSNRoptimalÞ, where (SNR optimal)
is the maximum possible SNR for some optimally oriented
source. PðwÞ is the cumulative distribution of w spanned by
such random source parameters; PðwÞ ¼ 1 for w ¼ 0, and
decreases to PðwÞ ¼ 0 for w > 1.4 for three detectors [38].
The probability is convoluted with comoving volume and
lens density to yield the optical depth τ (for the givenMz,
zS and MDM). We assume a standard cosmology with the
Hubble parameterHðzÞ, mass density fractions Ωm ¼ 0.27,
ΩDM ¼ 0.24,ΩΛ ¼ 0.73 for matter, DM, and cosmological
constant.
The source distribution—the comoving merger-rate den-
sity _nmerger—is assumed to be constant in zS for simplicity
[39], but its dependence on Mz is kept. Two sets of
distributions onMz are taken from Ref. [40]: the optimistic
merger modelM1 predicting highest merger rate consistent
with LIGO’s observations, and the pessimistic model M3.
For the given massesMz andMDM, the _nmergerðMzÞ yields
the merger rate _NmergerðMzÞ ¼
R
dVcom _nmergerðMzÞ and,
finally, the detectable lensing rate as
_NlensingðMz;MDMÞ ¼
Z
dVcom _nmergerτðzSÞ; ð10Þ
where τðzSÞ ¼
R zS
0 dzDM
R
dyðdτ=dydzDMÞ and the comov-
ing volume element dVcom ¼ ½4πχðzSÞ2c=HðzSÞdzS in
terms of the comoving distance χ.
In Fig. 3, we show the ratio of detectable lensing to the
total merger as the volume-averaged optical depth (again
for the given massesMz and MDM)
τ¯ðMz;MDMÞ≡
_Nlensing
_Nmerger
¼
R
dzS
4πχðzSÞ2c
HðzSÞ τðzSÞR
dzS
4πχðzSÞ2c
HðzSÞ
: ð11Þ
The averaged optical depth τ¯ is a function (only) ofMz and
MDM. It is smallest for lightest binaries mainly because
GWs are weakest. It becomes largest atMz ∼ 30 M⊙ for
light MDM as ϵ is smaller for heavier binaries, whereas it
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FIG. 2. The lensing-detection efficiency ϵ in Eq. (8) of a single
aLIGO detector with design sensitivity. The DM masses are
MDM ¼ 104 (green), 103 (orange), 100 (blue), 30 (red) M⊙ and
redshifted binary massesM1 ¼ M2 ¼ 1.5 (solid line), 20 (dashed
line), 40 (dot-dashed line), 80 (long-dashed line) M⊙.
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keeps growing for heavy MDM since ϵ depends less on the
binary mass; see Fig. 2.
Shown in Fig. 4 is the final lensing detection rate, _Nlensing
in Eq. (10), from three aLIGO detectors. The highest
detection rate is expected fromMz ¼ 20–30 M⊙, as τ¯ is
typically largest there. The total expected yearly detections
are sizable: optimistically, 6 (170) forMDM ¼ 30ð300Þ M⊙
with SNRtest > 3 and 0.6 (55) with SNRtest > 5.
Pessimistic expectations are about 25–40 times smaller.
Based on the Poisson distribution of the number of fringe
detections, we calculate the value of fDM giving 95%
probability of one detection, shown in Fig. 5 as 95% C.L.
constraints on fDM assuming null detections. But a proper
characterization of the probability distribution will be
needed to derive more realistic constraints. The sensiti-
vities start from MDM ∼ 10 M⊙, become strongest for
MDM ≳ 102 M⊙, and stop shown for MDM ≳ 105 M⊙.
The three regions have different values of the phase shift
fΔtd ≃ 2 × 10−5 ðMDM=M⊙Þðf=HzÞ ð12Þ
(in the wave-optics regime, we can think of Δtd as a typical
time delay from null rays with θ ≃ θE).
For fΔtd ≳ 0.1 from MDM ≳ 102 M⊙, the GW fringe
is most pronounced, and the LIGO fringe search is a
powerful probe of those compact DM. Here, the Oð1Þ
evolution of the frequency in the LIGO band produces
≳Oð1Þ cycles of fringe patterns, which is easiest to detect.
Resulting optimistic sensitivity fDM ≲ 10−2 is comparable
to or stronger than existing constraints from mircolensing
[21], millilensing [23], a star’s caustic crossing [41,43,44],
and star-cluster survival [42] as well as various proposed
searches [45,46]. The GW fringe sensitivity will further
improve with longer observation time.
The strong sensitivity is attributed to high detection
efficiencies ϵ and large merger rates. Not only can LIGO
see sources at far distance (zS ≲ 2 in this Letter, but farther
with future upgrades), but also at large y too. Remarkably,
large y≳ 1.5 can still lead to sizable efficiency ϵ ¼ 5–25%
in Fig. 2. Although lensing is weak there, the GW
amplitude modification can still be ∼10% (4%) for
y ¼ 3 (5). Combined with frequency-dependent interfer-
ence over a range of frequencies, this can lead to such
sizable ϵ. On the contrary, light lensing is observed through
its brightness (squared amplitude) features so that large-y
lensing effects are hardly observable.
The constraints become almost constant for heavy
masses MDM ≳ 200 M⊙ in Fig. 5 because the decrease
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FIG. 3. The volume-averaged optical depth τ¯ as defined in
Eq. (11). It is the probability for detectable lensing, including the
probability for SNRtest > 3 (dashed line) or 5 (solid line) and
SNR > 8 from three aLIGOs. The upper (lower) set of curves is
for MDM ¼ 300ð30Þ M⊙. fDM ¼ 1.
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FIG. 4. The number of GW lensing detections per year by three
aLIGOs. The darker (lighter) region satisfies SNRtest > 5 (3) and
SNR > 8, and vertical ranges span between the optimistic
merger-rate M1 and the pessimistic M3 [40]. The blue (orange)
region is for the lensing MDM ¼ 300ð30Þ M⊙. The horizontal
dashed line denotes one detection per year. The total detection
rate is the sum over mass bins. fDM ¼ 1.
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FIG. 5. Expected 95% C.L. constraints on fDM from one-year
observation by three aLIGOs. The Poisson distribution of fringe
detection probability is assumed. SNRtest > 3 (dashed line) or 5
(solid line) is used with optimistic (blue) or pessimistic (red)
merger-ratemodels. Shaded regions are existing constraints:micro-
lensing (left blue) [21], caustic crossing (green) [41], cluster
survival (orange) [42], and millilensing of quasars (right blue) [23].
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of the DM number density (with heavier DM) is compen-
sated by the increase of the Einstein radius in the last line of
Eq. (9). Nevertheless, we stop showing the result at
MDM ∼ 105 M⊙, since waveform modulations with fΔtd ≳
103 in the heavy-MDM region maybe too quick to be
temporally resolved. On the other hand, LIGO fringe search
is not sensitive to MDM ≲Oð10Þ M⊙. Here, small phase-
shift fΔtd ≲ 0.1 barely produces observable fringes.
In general, a lensing fringe becomes most pronounced
when the following relation is satisfied:
ðMDM=M⊙Þðf=HzÞ ≳ 104–106; ð13Þ
equivalent to fΔtd ≳ 0.1–10 from Eq. (12). The maximum
fΔtd (hence, MDMf) depends on the detector’s temporal
resolution, as discussed. But as a highest-frequency GW
detector, LIGO can see the lightest DM; lower-frequency
detectors (such as LISA) can probe only heavier DM.
This discussion also applies to the photon fringe. The
compact DM of 10−16–10−14 M⊙ is expected to produce
(femtolensing) fringes on gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) with
fGRB ≃ 10–1000 keV ≃ 2.4 × ð1018–1020Þ Hz [47], satis-
fying Eqs. (13) and (12). Although the GRB frequency
does not change with time, a fringe spectrum can be
observed [48].
Conclusion.—We have shown that LIGO can detect
the GW lensing fringe induced by the compact DM of
MDM ¼ 10–105 M⊙. The LIGO measurement of GW
fringes can surpass or strengthen existing constraints on
such DM fraction, as shown in Fig. 5. Without LIGO fringe
measurements, this small structure could not have been
probed with GW. The general relation Eq. (13) suggests
that lower-frequency detectors can probe heavier compact
DM. Therefore, future broadband GW surveys covering
f ¼ 10−9–103 Hz (from various detectors) are needed to
probe a wide range of structures through the GW fringe.
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